In this paper, we consider a class of generalized operator equilibrium problems and derive a Minty type lemma for this class of problems. Further, we establish some existence theorems for the generalized operator equilibrium problems. The theorems presented in this paper generalize and unify many well-known results in the literature.
Introduction
The study of vector variational inequality was initiated by Giannessi [9] in 1980 with application in finite dimensional Euclidean spaces. Since then it has been extended and generalized in various directions due to its applicative nature, see Giannessi [10] and the references cited therein.
In 2002, Domokos and Kolumbán [6] introduced and studied a class of operator variational inequalities. These operator variational inequalities include not only scalar and vector variational inequalities as special cases ( [2] , [12] , [14] ), but also have sufficient evidence for their importance to study [6] . Motivated by work of Domokos and Kolumbán [6] , Kazmi and Raouf [14] introduced and studied a class of operator equilibrium problems.
In this paper, We consider a class of generalized operator equilibrium problems which is more general than many problems considered in [1] , [2] , [6] , and [11] - [17] . Using KKM-Fan Lemma [7] and Fixed point theorem [19] , we establish some existence theorems for the generalized operator equilibrium problems. The theorems presented in this paper are generalizations and unifications of many well-known results in the literature, see for examples ( [2] , [6] , [15] - [17] ).
Preliminaries
Throughout the paper unless otherwise stated, let X and Y be Hausdorff topological vector spaces, L(X, Y) be a space of all continuous linear operators from X to Y, and K ⊂ L(X, Y) be a nonempty convex set.
Let C : K → 2 Y be a set-valued mapping, where 2 A denotes the set of all nonempty subsets of a set A, and for each f ∈ K, C( f ) be a solid convex open cone and 0 C( f ). Let F :
The generalized operator equilibrium problem (GOEP) is to find f ∈ K such that
Some special cases of GOEP (1.1)
1. If F is a single-valued bi-operator, then GOEP (1.1) reduces to the operator equilibrium problem of finding f ∈ K such that
considered and studied by Kazmi and Raouf [14] . 2. If F is a single-valued bi-operator and
which appears to be new. And we call it the operator variational-like inequality problem. 3. If F is a single-valued bi-operator and F( f, ) ≡ f − , T( f ) , ∀ ∈ K, where T : K → X, then GOEP (1.1) reduces to the operator variational inequality problem considered by Domokos and Kolumbán [6] . 4. If F is a single-valued bi-operator and
which appears to be a new. We call it operator minimization problem. 5. If K ⊂ X, then GOEP (1.1) reduces to generalized vector equilibrium problem studied by Khaliq [15] and Konnov and Yao [17] . 6. If F is a single-valued bi-operator and K ⊂ X, a topological vector space, then GOEP(1.1) reduces to vector equilibrium problem studied by Kazmi ([12] , [13] ) and references therein ( [8] , [18] ). 7. If F is a single-valued bi-operator, K ⊂ X and Y = R, then GOEP (1.1) reduces to equilibrium problem of finding x ∈ K, such that F(x, y) ≥ 0, ∀y ∈ K.
This problem was considered and studied by Blum and Oettli [1] .
First, we recall the following definitions for our main results. 
(iii) The inverse T −1 of T is the set-valued mapping from (T), range of T, to B defined by x ∈ T −1 (y) if and only if y ∈ T(x).
Definition 2.2.([3],[18])
A set-valued mapping T : B ⊂ X → 2 B is said to be a KKM-mapping if, for every finite subset {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n } of B,
where convA is the convex hull of the set A.
Y is said to have a closed graph with respect to B if for every net { f α } α∈Γ ⊂ K and { α } α∈Γ ⊂ Y such that α ∈ C( f α ), { f α } converges to f ∈ B with respect to the topology of pointwise convergence (w.r.t.p.c.) and { α } converges to ∈ Y, then ∈ C( f ).
Theorem 2.4.[7]
Let B be an arbitrary nonempty set in a topological vector space E and T : B → 2 E be a KKMmapping. If T(x) is closed for each x ∈ B and is compact for some x ∈ B, then x∈B T(x) ∅. Then there exists a point x 0 ∈ B such that x 0 ∈ T(x 0 ). Now, we give the following definitions:
Y be a set-valued mapping and C( f ) be an open convex solid cone with 0 C( f ), for each f ∈ K. Then we define the following ordering relationship on sets, for A, B ⊂ Y,
Definition 2.7. Let C : K → 2 Y be a set-valued mapping and C( f ) be an open convex solid cone with 0 C( f ) in Y, for each f ∈ K. Then, the set-valued mapping F :
Definition 2.8. Let B be a convex compact (w.r.t.p.c.) subset of K. Then the mapping F :
Y is said to be coercive with respect to B, if there exists 0 ∈ B such that for all f ∈ K \ B,
Existence Theorems for GOEP (1.1)
First, we prove the following lemma: Lemma 3.1. Let X, Y be Hausdorff topological vector spaces and let K ⊂ L(X, Y) be a nonempty convex set. Let (Y, C( f )) be an ordered topological vector space with open convex solid cone C( f ), 0 C( f ), for each f ∈ K. Then for all f, ∈ K, we have
(b) Similarly, we can prove part (b). This completes the proof. 
Proof. 
Since K is convex, for all f, ∈ K and λ ∈ [0, 1], h λ := λ + (1 − λ) f ∈ K. Hence, we have
Since F is C( f )-quasiconvex, we have
Hence we have
This implies that
And also, we have for ∈ K, F(h λ , ) −C(h λ ).
This means that
Since F is hemicontinuous and the set Y \ {−C( f )} is closed, preceding inclusion implies that F( f, ) −C( f ). This completes the proof. Proof. For each ∈ K, define the set-valued mappings S, T :
First, we claim that S is a KKM-mapping. Indeed, let { 1 , 2 , · · · , n } be a finite subset of K and let ∈ conv{ 1 , 2 , · · · , n } be arbitrary. Then = n i=1 λ i i , λ i ≥ 0, and
Since F is C( f )-quasi convex in the second argument, we have
Therefore, using (3.1), we have
which is a contradiction to the assumption F( , ) −C( ), for each ∈ K. Thus
Hence, the mapping S : K → 2 K defined by S( ) = S( ), the closure (w.r.t.p.c.) of S( ), is also a KKMmapping. The coercivity of F with respect to B implies that S( 0 ) ⊂ B. Hence S( 0 ) is compact (w.r.t.p.c.). Thus, it follows from Theorem 2.4 that
Next, we claim that
Indeed, let f ∈ ∈K S( ). Since
we have f ∈ ∈K S( ) B, ∀ ∈ K. Let h ∈ K be arbitrary. Then there exists a net { f α } α∈Γ in S(h) such that { f α } converges(w.r.t.p.c.) to f ∈ B. Hence, we have
That is, there exists p α ∈ F(h, f α ) such that p α C( f α ) for all α ∈ Γ. Since the set A := { f α } ∪ { f } is compact, p α ∈ F(h, A) for all α ∈ Γ. Since F(h, A) is compact, {p α } has a convergent subnet with limit, say, p. Without loss of generality, we can assume that {p α } converges (w.r.t.p.c.) to p. Further, since the graph of Y \ {−C( f )} is closed, clearly the graph of Y \ C( f ) is also closed. Hence, the upper semicontinuity of
Finally, using Lemma 3.3, we get
This completes the proof.
Next, we prove the following theorem without using Lemma 3.3. 
Proof. For each ∈ K, define a set-valued mapping S :
First, we claim that S( ) is closed. Indeed, for any ∈ K, there exists a net { f α } α∈Γ in S( ) such that { f α } converges (w.r.t.p.c.) to f ∈ K. Then we have
is compact, {p α } has a convergent subnet with limit, say, p. Without loss of generality, we can assume that {p α } converges (w.r.t.p.c.) to p. Then by the upper semicontinuity of F(·, ) implies p ∈ F( f, ). Therefore, from inclusion (3.3), we have that
Hence, f ∈ S( ) for each ∈ K.
Our aim is to show that ∈K S( ) ∅. Since B is compact, it is sufficient to show that the family {S( )} ∈K has the finite intersection property.
Let { 1 , 2 , · · · , n } be a finite subset of K. Then D := conv{ 1 , 2 , · · · , n } is convex and compact subset of K, (see [5] ). Now, for each ∈ D, define a set-valued mapping T :
Obviously, we have that T( ) is nonempty for each ∈ K. By using similar arguments in the proof of the Theorem 3.4, we can easily prove that T is a KKM-mapping. Hence the mapping T : D → 2 D , defined by
Since, for each ∈ D, the set T( ) is closed in D, it is compact. Thus, by Theorem 2.4, it follows that
Then, the coercivity of M with respect to B implies that T( 0 ) ⊂ B. Since T( 0 ) is contained in K, it is contained in B. Since f 0 ∈ n i=1 T( i ) and, for each i = 1, 2, · · · , n,
we have f 0 ∈ n i=1 S( i ). Hence, the family {S( )} ∈K has the finite intersection property. This complete the proof. Proof. For each ∈ K, define a set-valued mapping S :
Then, as in the proof of Theorem 3.5, we can show that S( ) is closed for each ∈ K. Next, we claim that S( ) ∅ for each ∈ K. Assume, if possible, S( ) = ∅ for each ∈ K. Then for each f ∈ K, the set
Now, for each f ∈ K, define a set-valued mapping Q :
From assumption that F( f, ) ⊆ −C( f ) implies M( f, ) ⊆ −C( f ), for each f, ∈ K, we have
Hence Q( f ) ∅ for each f ∈ K. We now show that Q( f ) is convex for each f ∈ K. Indeed, let 1 , 2 ∈ Q( f ). Then for each f ∈ K, we have M( f, 1 ) ⊆ −C( f ) and M( f, 2 ) ⊆ −C( f ). Since M is C( f )-quasiconvex, we have either
where α = α 1 + (1 − α) 2 for all α ∈ [0, 1]. Hence α ∈ Q( f ). Thus for each f ∈ K, Q( f ) is nonempty and convex. Now, for each ∈ K, the set Since O = { f ∈ K : F( f, ) ⊆ −C( f )} = T −1 ( ), we claim that
Indeed, let f ∈ K. From T( f ) ∅, we can choose ∈ T( f ). Hence we have,
By Theorem 2.5, there exists a point f 0 ∈ Q( f 0 ), that is, M( f 0 , f 0 ) ⊆ −C( f 0 ), which is a contradiction of the assumption M( , ) −C( ) for each ∈ K. Hence, the set ∈K S( ) is nonempty. This complete the proof.
